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"Our mission is to
help technicians be
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Introduction

 

As a field service professional, you may well have

been the first of your friends to carry a cell phone.

Your organization may have been an early adopter of

mobile and wireless technology. Today you’d be hard-

pressed to find a middle schooler that isn’t carrying a

cell phone, or a field service organization that isn’t

making some use of smart phones or handheld

computers, GPS, mobile printers and other

technology to support its operations. 

 As technology has evolved and become more accessible, it has helped field service

organization set new standards for productivity and customer responsiveness. It has

also become harder for companies to gain a competitive advantage through

technology, since mobile computing, real-time communication and extending work

order, inventory, sales and CRM functionality to the field is a de facto requirement

for many companies.

Nonetheless, some organizations continue to drive down their costs, improve

efficiency and achieve revenue growth by enhancing their processes and

technology. Extensive research conducted over years by Aberdeen Group has

identified the top-performing field service organizations, the benchmarks they

attain, and the practices and technologies they use to get there. Today’s best-in-

class field service providers (defined as the top 20 percent) successfully blend

process and technology to attain the following benefits, according to Aberdeen:

 21 percent year-on-year service revenue growth;

 2 percent decrease in service and support costs;

 An 18 percent improvement in workforce utilization to 85 percent;

 92 percent customer retention.

These companies share bonds beyond their excellent business results. They are also

among the leaders in adapting technology to enhance field service processes. They

are up to three times more likely than some of their competitors to leverage service

performance management solutions
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What is Field

Service

management?

Field Service Management, sometimes referred to

as field service automation, helps you sync your office

with your distributed workforce. It allows your company

to maintain a high-quality work standard and simple

workflows regardless of location.

It includes the detection of a field service need,

scheduling and optimization of field technicians,

dispatching those technicians, part or product delivery

and information, and support through the process. It

helps manage your work on location and ensures that

workers are assigned properly depending on their

location, skill level, and availability.

Essentially, field service management is a type of software developed to help

your company simplify field operations by automating them. This can be

anywhere from receiving and scheduling service orders, dispatching agents,

status updates, time tracking, and submitting documentation. While Field

Service Management applications exist in all industries, it is more common with

companies that employ contract or mobile workers such as facility

management, mobile healthcare, utilities, and logistics.

A Typical Field Service Management System
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Unlocking the

Efficiency Level

of Your FSM

Business

Field Service Management (FSM) solutions are no

longer optional. They’re vital to the success of any field

service operation. Given increased complexity in the

marketplace and new best practices, field service

operations that don’t deploy effective solutions are

out-performed by competitors that do.

Increasingly, best-in-class businesses are adopting

such tools. The Aberdeen Group says that “65 percent

of incoming service requests require a field visit or

dispatch. Nearly 26 percent of these dispatches

require secondary or additional follow-up visits,

thereby making the effective management of field

resources and the overall field service organization

extremely vital in the pursuit of service excellence.”

And Gartner research puts the revenue for packaged field service dispatch and

workforce management software applications — including maintenance and

service revenue at approximately $1.3 billion annually. That leaves your field

service organization with three choices.

One, maintain the status quo, miss opportunities, and ignore changes in how field

service is delivered. Obviously, that would be a bad idea.

Two, opt for a custom solution. For very large enterprises, this might be viable.

However, regardless of outcome, the effort will be time-consuming and expensive.

Three, decide on a solution that’s right for most field service operations: Repair

CRM for Field Service – an established FSM answer that not only increases

productivity, cuts costs, and improves customer satisfaction, but is also rapidly

deployable to impact multiple areas of operations.

Impact of Field Service Management software on a business
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The benefits of field service software are vast which include

getting more organized, managing your service business more

effectively, automating dispatch, winning more jobs and

growing your business. To empower small to medium sized

business, Repair-CRM launched its own unique Field Service

Management Software known as Repair-CRM.

Repair-CRM software is easy-to-use and designed to help you

manage your business more efficiently. Our efficient and well-

trained team manages the hardware and work order software

for you so that you have more time to focus on directing your

business.

 Spending more time on your business can only mean increased productivity, sales, and

profits. After downloading the software, simply log into Repair-CRM platform and easily

manage schedules, customers, work orders, employees, vendors, invoicing, accounting,

inventory, equipment and so much more. Below are just a few features of our easy-to-use

yet robust solution.

Why You Need to Take Advantage of

Repair-CRM Software

1. Service Scheduling

Repair-CRM software scheduling feature

makes scheduling and dispatch easy and

can be customized to fit the way you

work. No need to change your current

business processes. Interface with

QuickBooks or existing CRM. If needed,

we have a team of professionals for

additional service scheduling software

and dispatch software customization

needs.

2. Job Management

Repair-CRM software work order feature

allows you to easily manage jobs at every

stage from estimate, work order, invoice,

and finally receiving payment. Update

jobs from the office or field. The job

dashboard provides a real-time view into

the business.

Customizable work order form

Maintenance and service contracts

Text and email alerts

Job status tracking

Job status and job priority color codes

File and image attachments

3. Customer Relationship Management

(CRM)

Easily manage all communications, history,

jobs, contacts, locations, and equipment.

Securely access data anytime, anywhere.

Customizable page layout

Optional customer portal access for

self service

Ability to assign Account Managers to

customers

Job history

Multiple contacts and locations for

each customer

Parent/Subsidiary relationships

Invoicing

How is Repair-

CRM Software is

Changing the

Face of FSM



4. Mobile Access

Real-time access to your data from any

computer, laptop, smartphone, or tablet.

Update data in real-time from the office,

field or home.

Access from all smartphones and

tablets

iPad, iPhone, and Android compatible

Capture electronic signatures

Real time communication between

the back office and mobile workforce

 

5. Equipment Tracking

Equipment tracking for businesses who

provide service for onsite customer

equipment.

Track service history for equipment

Set up recurring equipment

maintenance schedule

Assign equipment to a specific

customer location

 

6. Quotations & Estimates

Easily create and track estimates to

determine where to spend your efforts

and maximize sales. One click converts

an estimate into a work order.

Create estimates onsite or over the

phone

Customizable estimate form

Capture eSignature on estimates

7. Invoicing / Accounting

There is no need to completely rely on

QuickBooks anymore for your accounting

needs, since Repair-CRM Software

provides superb accounting features that

will help you effectively manage your

businesses finances.

These accounting features include the

ability to easily create invoices to invoice

your customers upon completion or partial

completion of jobs for immediate payment.

Repair-CRM also has the capability to

easily track open, outstanding, and paid

invoices so you never miss a payment

again!

Customizable invoices

Capture eSignature on invoices

Job Profit reports

Item List

Chart of Accounts

Price Levels

 

8. Reporting

Robust reporting capabilities for all your

data. Repair-CRM Software allows you to

customize each report to view real time

data critical to run your business. All data

lists have custom report capabilities.

Job Reports

Customer Reports

Marketing Reports

Timesheets

Accounting Reports



 

9. Customization

Unlimited customizable data fields

Customizable terms

Customizable customer page layout

Custom forms

ID’s are customizable for customers, jobs, locations, equipment, etc…

Time Zone settings

 

10. Data Security

Rest assured that your data is secure. We use the latest in firewall, encryption, and

intrusion detection technologies. The system is continually backed up so that data

can easily be found if the need arises.

User Roles

Admin user access

Standard user access

Customizable access settings per standard user

 

11. Inventory Management

Robust inventory management tools for businesses who work with a lot of inventory

parts.

Easily import your inventory into Repair-CRM software

Manage multiple locations for inventory parts

Alerts when inventory part reaches reorder point

 

How about a free 30 days trial? We invite you to join us for a free trial to see how

Repair-CRM can help you be more efficient, save time, and grow your service

business. Sign up & Download today for a no obligation fee and take advantage

of all the features.



Benefits of

Integrating Repair-

CRM System With

Your FSM Business
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WORKFLOW STANDARDIZATION

First of all, Field Service Management allows standardizing the business workflow: from

dispatching to invoicing. A good example of this is an oil and gas engineering services

company T H Hill. They report on solving their coordination challenges and getting 38%

revenue growth in 2011 and 34% in the first seven months of 2012 due to the Field

Service Management solution.

GETTING RID OF PAPERWORK

Cluttering your workplace with paper sheets increases the risks of valuable data loss.

Excel is also not the best way to structure and keep information, as it does not provide

real-time dispatching and analytics. Field Service Management software allows for the

elimination of masses of paperwork and, therefore, prevents data loss and duplicate

entries.

QUICKER INVOICING

Invoicing is one of the most important and, at the same time, the most frustrating part

of a field service company. In some cases, it can take weeks to assess the work done

while all data are collected and calculated manually.

Using a Repair-CRM, technicians can immediately send all job information captures

from the field such as spent time, used parts and materials, the electronic signature of

a client, and photos of job results. Also, Field Service Management software will

automatically calculate the price, taking into account warranties, special pricing

conditions, and discounts.

Let us tell you about a case study, a Dutch company that provides technical support

and repairs for robots in cattle farms. They wanted to a Field Service Management app

that will help facilitate the process of payment collection.

 

Field service software is typically used to organize

technicians who perform service work and repairs such

as a plumber, electrician, appliance technician, or

similar. This type of software can maintain a schedule,

log technician notes, arrival and departure times, and

even process invoices. Keeping track of an entire fleet

can be difficult. Review these benefits of utilizing

Repair-CRM field service software in your daily business

activities.



The problem was that farms were as distant as 200 miles or more from each other, so

it could take up to several weeks for visiting all farms, inspecting them, and providing

reports to the main office. Thus, sending invoices to the clients was always delayed.

The custom system that was built allowed for a simplified process of inspection and

reporting. The engineers conducted the inspection filling in the electronic service

reports to record the results of their visits: robot conditions, jobs done, parts used on

the repair, etc., and sent the report immediately to the office and the client from the

farms. Thus, after quick processing of data by managers, the client gets the invoice

without delay.

DYNAMIC SCHEDULING AND THE ABILITY TO TAKE URGENT TASKS

Equipping your specialists’ devices or vehicles with GPS systems allows them to identify

their position and assign the nearest orders to save time and effort.

A system that can be updated in real-time eliminates the overlapping and duplication

of tasks and allows users to see the availability of employees to be sent for urgent calls.

Moreover, it can be programmed to automatically re-assign technicians for higher

priority tasks, or when a technician is incapable of fulfilling the task because they

arrive late, feel sick, or another emergency situation.

In case you receive a complaint from a client that a technician was late or did not

arrive, if your employee denies it, you can check the real state of events with the GPS

tracker. This can also serve as evidence in case of a lawsuit.

Besides, some GPS built-in systems in vehicles can report to the main office in case of

road accidents or transmit the location of a jacked car or equipment.

Here is a case study for a field service company looking to solve their dynamic

scheduling issue. The client deals with emergency lock opening, changing, repairs, etc.

For them, a desktop FSM system and a field service app for Android was customized.

When a request comes from a client, a manager sees in the system what technicians

are available nearest to the location via GPS and sends them the order details

(description, address, photos) via API. After fixing the problem, the technician can

checkmark the completed tasks, change the status of the order, and add details and

photos to the app.

The field service mobile app automatically exports data to the accounting system to

generate invoices, and run payroll calculations and accounts for affiliate commission

payments. Thanks to this solution, a lot of unnecessary man-hours have been eliminated.



PARTS AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Companies dealing with repair services are highly dependant on inventory

management systems. Field service mobile applications enable your employees with

useful real-time stock balance checking right in the field.

Parts management systems can notify you in the event of part and materials

shortages to ensure there is always a full stock, allowing you to buy everything in

advance for a better price.

EQUIPMENT TRACKING

With telematics technologies linked to your Repair-CRM app, you will be able to

control the location of your equipment. For example, Kärcher installs SIM cards on

their machines. With the help of M2M technologies and 4G, the application can

connect with each machine and collect data about its condition, maintenance

state, and who used it. As it tracks the machines’ locations, it is possible to find out

if the equipment was stolen or used in an unauthorized way.

MORE ACCURATE TASK MATCHING

Using Repair-CRM allows assigning specialists to tasks more precisely according to

their matching skills. Thus, you will increase the chances that the right specialists are

sent to the right place. Also, having a client base and client history allows for

assigning a specialist to the client whom he/she already knows, allowing the

technician to grasp the problem more quickly (preventing misdiagnosis) and better

prepare for the order (making sure they have all the necessary tools, parts,

materials, etc., with them).

COST REDUCTION WITH FUEL CONTROL AND ROUTE OPTIMIZATION

Fuel consumption is a huge expense item. You can either rely on the words of your

employees or track the fuel automatically if the numbers look suspicious.

The stats provided by UPS show that, due to GPS tracking, the company uses 10

million gallons less fuel, emits 22,000 tonnes less carbon dioxide, and delivers

350,000 more packages yearly.

Longtime drives are unprofitable. Employees who deviate from the route or stay idle

between orders cost you money. Integrating Google maps and other route services

into your Field Service Management, you can delegate the system to create optimal

routes instead of doing it manually. The system will be able to schedule assignments

automatically, taking into account time windows for technicians to minimize travel

times.
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Switching To

Paperless with

Repair-CRM :

The ROI 

Surrounded by paper, that is—like invoices, reports, purchase

orders, and scraps of paper where your engineers have

scrawled down the faults they’ve discovered in a customer’s

boiler and the parts they’ll need to fix it. Some of your

employees are even printing out important emails, which

instantly become lost in the chaos.

As your field service business grows, so do the piles of paper

in your office. Even if you’re an organised type and have

your papers neatly arranged in folders, boxes, and files,

they’re not doing your business any good. Why? Because:

 

The average office worker uses 10,000 sheets

of copy paper each year.

7.5% of paper document ends up lost by the

end of the day. Costing $122 per lost

document.

A typical employee spends 20-40% of their

time looking for information kept in filling

cabinets.

Each four-drawer file cabinet holds an

average of 10,000 to 12,000 documents,

takes up to 9 SF of floor space and costs

$1,500 per year.

More than 70% of businesses would fail

within 3 weeks if they suffered a catastrophic

loss of paper-based records due to fire or

flood.

The true cost of paperwork stems from the inefficiency and inconsistency that it

introduces into business processes. Dealing with paper is slow. Paperwork gets lost.

Processing paper manually leaves a lot of room for human error. Paperwork is inefficient.

This is why, Repair-CRM all but eliminates your paper costs, digitizing your work orders

and service histories.

https://www.gocanvas.com/content/blog/post/whats-the-cost-of-paper-at-your-business
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Things to

Consider when

Choosing a FSM

Solution

No matter the size of your field service organization, there is a

type of field service management software that is right, or can

be tailored, to fit your organization’s needs. It’s a great thing if

you want to automate your field service delivery, add mobile field

service apps, scheduling and dispatch tools, new analytical

reporting options and a work order management system, but it

can also be a daunting task as the options are seemingly endless

with the amount of field service software options available.

At Repair-CRM, our software comes fully capable of handling all

work order management problems, automating your business,

adding a mobile app, and help in your dispatching of technicians

and subcontractors. So here are some additional criteria you

should think about when looking at a field service management

software.

Choosing a solution

There are some key factors that you should

consider when choosing a solution which

have the potential to make a big impact

long-term.

Price

Vendors offer various pricing models, so it's

important to ask the following questions, try

to uncover any hidden costs and eliminate

surprises. When determining your budget,

it’s helpful to have a range in mind, rather

than a firm number.

Questions to ask:

• Is the price determined per field worker or

mobile asset, or is it all-inclusive?

• Is it a fixed price?

• Are there any training, setup and/or

ongoing support fees? • Are there extra

charges for system customizations and

forms?

Reporting

Typically, one of the key benefits and

features of field management software is

its automated reporting. It’s vital that the

solution you select has a reporting setup

that specifically matches your needs.

The solution you choose needs to provide

the key information you need to make

better business decisions—in an easy-to-use

format.

Questions to ask:

• Are the reports flexible, including weekly,

monthly or on-demand options?

• Are the reports easy to use and

understand? Do they display everything that

I need—from job summaries and time

sheets, to client histories and inventory?

• Can I access historical and current

information?



User interface

The amount of data that you collect can be

daunting. As such, it needs to be correctly

filtered and organized, and presented in a

way that makes it valuable and actionable.

As the next generation of field service

workers are young, tech-savvy and

collaborative, they have high expectations

for the performance of the solution and the

design of the interface. Meanwhile, your

solution also needs to cater to field workers

with less technical skills.

Questions to ask:

• Is the interface easy to use and

understand?

• Can it be customized to my business?

• Does it have a dashboard view that

enables all of the key information to be

accessed from a single location?

• Is it suitable for a broad range of users?

Customization

One of the most important questions to ask

regarding any field service management

solution is its level of customization. Some

providers may offer limited features, but

customize the solution entirely to the

business. Others may offer far more

features—but limited customization.

Regardless of which solution impresses you

the most, make sure it meets your needs.

 

 

Questions to ask:

• To what extent is the solution

customizable?

• How does the customization process

work? What is involved?

• What are the costs associated with

customization and how are they configured

and calculated?

 

Mobility

Mobility is becoming more essential to

doing business. Workers expect to be able

to connect to the office anywhere, at any

time. They expect to be able to get the

information they need from their mobile

device as soon as they need it. Plus, mobility

delivers crucial benefits for flexibility and

efficiency.

Questions to ask:

• Can my workers access the information

they need to get the job done, wherever

they are?

• Can remote field workers access job

details?

• Are workers able to capture signatures

and invoice clients on the spot?

• Can I alert field workers of changes to

their schedule and attach images, if

necessary?



What now? 
While field service management software can make significant positive

impact on your business, it’s important to choose the right provider—right

from the start. 

At Repair-CRM, we don’t just rely on our  years of experience, or the

hundreds of customers we have helped as our way to prove we have the

experience to help you. We try and add on to that every day by being with

our customers for their entire implementation and beyond. With our

software developers and consultants always ready to assist and build

whatever you need, Repair-CRM is just a call away from getting someone

on top of your organization’s needs.

And with experience in multiple industries, such as HVAC, industrial

equipment, fire and life safety, facilities management, oil and gas, IT

services and medical devices, plus many more, there isn’t an industry we

don’t feel confident we can make your organization run more efficient

with our field service management software solution.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How about a free 30 days trial? We invite you to join us for a free trial to

see how Repair-CRM can help you be more efficient, save time, and grow

your service business. Sign up & Download today for a no obligation

fee and take advantage of all the features.

http://www.repair-crm.com/

